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Abstract
Not more than 16 years ago opened the front doors nonpublic school in Tirana. Turkish college
was a college experience no less obviously put the first stone in the foundation of a new system
in Albania, non-public educational system. A system that was shaped and strengthened under
critical observation of skeptics on the one hand and supporters on the other hand. A normal
occurrence in a democratic society. This system without any doubt has created his stature, a very
solid stature. There are hundreds of nonpublic preschool institutions, schools hundreds of
elementary school, with dozens of high schools. This education makes 5-6 % in our education
system . Private schools, regardless of which our country was born as a result of impossibilities
public system during the transition, the real nature has to total innovation that brings, to
programs built with its own purpose. So private education requires support, seeking partnerships,
requires care, without which the impacts of this type of education will delay society.
But I must say that there are private schools that do not meet standards and has room for
improvement .Teachers in public schools exert pressure on students through their assessment
(notes) for personal gain for example, participated extracurricular courses that these teachers
organize themselves. There are cases when we have ineffective private schools for the sake of
business, forgetting the true mission of the school. Not exclude any case of any private school
that has the defect but in no way should be generalized. Emphasize that those schools that are
open for business just go to the wall quickly and if viewed education as primary then these will
always remain successful. In 27 districts operate about 580 schools and undergraduate private
educational institutions. Circle with more schools and non - public educational institutions is
Tirana. In Tirana function 254 non - public educational institutions undergraduate or 43.79 % of
the total schools in the country. If public education is more difficult to accept moves, changes, is
a private education is more flexible, more responsive, more concrete and comfortable with
change? Is it necessary to say that he must quickly to grow and develop, for a company with
multiple choices?
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